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Abstract: The growth of enterprise networks demands better security and quality of service. The denial of service attacks mainly focuses on the network resources or a service of a host, thereby prevent the service being available to the normal users. This paper contains a method that effectively prevents the denial of service attack with the help of multimatch packet classification. The method uses multimatch packet classification for identifying the multiple matches and thereby determines the different flow of traffic. The packet migration is enforced to limit the flow of suspected packets and thus the attacking packet flow can be limited while the normal users unaffected. The method effectively prevents denial of service attack. The multimatch classification works at high speed by identifying and isolating the attacking flows.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As a result of the rapid expansion of size and complexity of enterprise networks, packet classification have significant role for providing better security and Quality of Service (QoS). The packet classification is necessary to identify different traffic and isolate them if necessary. The optimal requirement for a packet classification is its searching speed. The denial of service attacks usually targets a host machine and interrupts service of a host temporarily or indefinitely. Security and QOS are the two major concerns need to be considered for a denial of service prevention scheme. In denial of service attacks, the attacker will generate unwanted traffic to the targeted host and thereby consume the network resources heavily to interrupt the service. The packets are anomalous and the header is either spoofed or not.

The newer network applications require all matching rule from a set of rules for each of the incoming packet. For an incoming packet, the packet header is processed and the necessary fields are retrieved. The multimatch classification can be used to find out all matched rules from a set of rules. Based on the matched rules appropriate actions can be taken. Multimatch packet classification can be considered as an initial stage for choosing some set of actions for an incoming packet. The network applications like SNORT require multimatch packet classification for its working [1].

II. RELATED WORKS

Different packet classification methods are used based on the applications. The best classification scheme provides better searching speed and has the ability to handle large rule base. Software based approaches are less efficient during its operation. Linear search is a simple method but the complexity increases as the number of rules increases. In two dimensional method, one of the dimension is limited and the other is having no limitations so it can possess any range [2].

The Grid of tries method further reduces the storage requirement of a classification scheme [3]. Recursive Flow Graph uses heuristic approaches for classification on multiple fields[4]. Hicuts and Hypercuts are decision tree based approaches [5][6].The TCAM is well known for its searching speed. So TCAMs are used in packet classification. Multimatch using discriminators is a TCAM based approach [7] which uses a discriminator field along with each entry of rules in the rule base. The TCAM based approach [8] uses a prioritizer circuits for its operation. The TCAM will natively support single match from a set of rules. The improvements made to TCAM approaches to address multimatch classification will also increases the implementation cost and power consumption [9-11].

B2PC is a two stage classification scheme that uses bloom filters for its operation [12][13]. The Distributed and pipelined hash tables approach is also a two stage classification scheme that can be used to find multimatch [14]. The existing method reports multimatch. The flows need to be identified for preventing denial of service attacks. The AVANT-GUARD uses packet migration to prevent saturation attack [15]. The method addresses prevention of TCP based saturation attacks. The method does not address other protocols. FLOOD GUARD addresses saturation attacks of all protocols using packet migration [16].

III. DENIAL OF SERVICE PREVENTION SCHEME

The proposed method prevents denial of service by identifying the flows from multimatch packet classification. The overall work flow is shown in figure 1.
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The method will capture packets continuously and process the packet to retrieve necessary header information. The multimatch packet classification is used to identify the multiple matches and the flow of traffic is identified. The migration agent continuously monitors the traffic for denial of service. The packet migration is used to control the suspected flow and thereby denial of service attack can be prevented.

The packet classification uses a rule set and it is converted into corresponding encoded counterpart. The encoded rule set is stored in a data structure called signature tree. Each of the distinct value in a rule is assigned a distinct encoded value. For each of the incoming packet, the signature tree is traversed to find out the number of matches. The edge in the signature tree represent a character and node represents prefix of strings in the encoded rule set. The leaf node contains the identifier of a rule in the rule set. The number of leaf nodes represents the number of matched rules while traversing through the signature tree.

The traversal speed through the signature tree can be increased by utilizing an asynchronous pipeline architecture. The architecture divides the signature tree into d-1 partitions and distributes the partitions into d processing modules. Each of the processing modules has its own hash table, character FIFO, output FIFO and active FIFO. Character FIFO provides set of matching characters from single dimensional searches to the processing module. Each active FIFO provides active node identifier to the next processing module. The distributed and pipelined hash table approach ensures high traversal speed through the signature tree. A counter is associated with each of the incoming flow and the counter is updated based on the flow of incoming packets.

The single dimensional search will update the counter for each of the flow. The denial of service attacks will temporarily or permanently interrupt the services of a host. The attackers usually sent unwanted packets to the targeting host and thereby interrupt the service to the normal user. The denial of service prevention method will treat traffic without any restriction in normal conditions. Whenever there is an attack, it will employ packet migration to certain flow and thereby control the overall flow. The attack can be determined by using a threshold value. The attacking and non attacking situations are monitored and k- means clustering is used to cluster the different flows. The k-means clustering will give two clusters that represent attacking and non attacking clusters. The threshold value can be obtained from cluster average of the attacking cluster. Thus the obtained threshold can be used to identify the attacking conditions. The various states during denial of service attack prevention is shown in figure 2.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This method continuously captures the packets and identifies the multiple matches from a set of rules. The asynchronous pipeline architecture effectively traverses the signature tree to identify the matches. The distributed and pipelined hash tables also utilized to increase the traversal speed. The
multimatch packet classification effectively identifies the flows from a certain types of traffic and each flow is accounted. The denial of service prevention scheme dynamically enforces packet migration to control the suspected traffic rate and thereby reduces the risk of attacks. The packet migration effectively prevents the flooding attack irrespective of any type of protocol. The attackers usually flood the network with unwanted packets to the targeted host. The unwanted packet flow is controlled effectively. The queues introduce certain delay during packet processing. But by considering security as a major concern the small delay while processing of packets can be discarded.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes an effective method to prevent denial of service attacks. This method utilizes multimatch packet classification to identify the multiple matches and the traffic flow is identified and accounted. This method effectively identifies multiple matches and the attacks from particular sources will be effectively prevented. The normal users and non attacking flow are unaffected and the attacking flow is limited in order to ensure the security and quality of service. This method is very effective and efficiently prevents the denial of service attacks.
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